Abstract. Integer cuboids are rectangular Diophantine parallelepipeds It has been discovered that these cuboids come in 3 varieties: Euler or body type, edge type, and face type. In all three cases, one edge or diagonal is irrational, all others are rational. We discuss an exhaustive computer search procedure which uses the Pythagorean group P y(n) to locate all possible cuboids with a given edge n. Over the range of 44 to 1.55 · 10 11 , for the smallest edge, 154,571 cuboids were discovered. They are listed in the Integer Cuboid Table. Diophantine Parallelepipeds Parallelepipeds have been examined, in Diophantine analysis of Number Theory.
Diophantine Parallelepipeds
Parallelepipeds have been examined, in Diophantine analysis of Number Theory.
We define a rational parallelepiped in n-dimensions as a polytope spanned by n vectors v 1 , . . . , v n in a vector space over the rationals, Q, or integers, Z span( v 1 , . . . , v n ) = t 1 v 1 + · · · + t n v n for t i ∈ Q for i = 1 → n Here we are interested in three dimensions, n = 3, so a rational parallelepiped is a prism determined by the 3 basis vectors a, b, c. The prism has 8 vertices, 3 pairs of parallel faces which are all parallelograms, and 12 edges ∈ Q.
span( a, b, c) = t 1 a + t 2 b + t 3 c for t i=1→3 ∈ Q In Figure 1 , the lengths of the basis vectors, a, b, and c, are rational ∈ Q, and they For pipeds in general, there are 3 distinct edge lengths, 6 distinct face diagonals, and 4 distinct body diagonals.
What is not so well known, is that there are 5 classes of Diophantine parallelepipeds, based upon the number of right angles which occur at the intersection of the 3 basis vectors. The classes are triclinic-obtuse, triclinic-acute, bi-clinic 1-orthogonal, monoclinic 2-orthogonal, and the well known rectangular cuboid which is tri-orthogonal.
Introduction to integer cuboids
The integer cuboid is actually a Diophantine piped that has three right-angles at the intersection of the basis vectors, a, b, c. It is tri-orthogonal. The piped figure is rectangular, like a brick, or cuboid, hence the name.
Due to the three-fold orthogonality, the face diagonals in the piped change from 6 distinct lengths in the parallelogram faces to just 3 lengths in the rectangle faces. The 4 body diagonals become just 1 body diagonal. There are still 3 distinct edges to consider. These lengths satisfy the following equations:
The last equation (4) also means that
It has been discovered that there are 3 types of cuboids, called body, edge, and face cuboids. Each type has one of the 7 lengths irrational, the other 6 lengths are rational.
In the case of the body cuboid, the body diagonal d is irrational. For the edge cuboid, one of the edges x, y, z is irrational. The face cuboid has just one of the face diagonals a, b, c irrational.
The body cuboid is commonly referred to as the Euler cuboid in honor of Leonard Euler, who discussed this type of cuboid [3] . He was also aware of face cuboids, and provided the 104, 153, 672, 697 example [4] .
Only recently have edge cuboids become known [1, 2, 9] .
A perfect integer cuboid would have all 7 lengths rational. It is still unknown if it exists or not.
Setting up the Pythagorean group P y(n)
How can we discover integer cuboids? Manual searches have been done, Maurice Kraitchik's Rational Cuboid Table [5, 6, 7] is a classic example which took thousands of hours to produce. His table has been corrected and expanded with the help of a computer [8] . So we will enlist the aid of a computer to help in expediting that search process.
First of all, we take advantage of an equation to help find pairs of numbers such that when their squares is added, their sum is a square. The equation is very similar to the Pythagorean equation:
For any n, d ∈ Q, let:
then m ∈ Q and
If m ∈ Q is determined by eq(6), using n, d, then m 2 + n 2 = .
Secondly, we create a set of divisors d(n) = d i=1→k for any integer n ∈ Z according to eqs (12,13). Having found the set d(n) = d i=1→k of proper divisors of any integer n, we create a set called the Pythagorean group P y(n). Using eq(12), or eq(13), and letting d = d i=1→k for all proper divisors of n 2 as defined by eq(6), we create 2 sets of numbers:
, where a i , A i are found by eqs (12 or 13, 14, 15).
Using the example above, we have: 
so A i does not have to be explicitly derived as in eq(15), but found from a i + d i .
Searching for Cuboids
We start with an edge N under computer consideration, and find its Pythagorean group P y(N ).
Let (18)
P y(N ) = {a i , A i } i = 1 → k be the Pythagorean group for the edge. By examining certain square sums among selected A i,j a i,j : (i<j≤k) pairs of the group which satisfy the conditions as given in the search condition table 1 below, we can discover cuboids which may exist. The cuboid solution is given as three edges x, y, and z, and the body diagonal d, in the cuboid solution column. Please note that s ∈ Z + is integer. If the value inside the radical is negative, the we have an edge cuboid with one edge which is a complex number, otherwise the edge cuboid is real.
Condition table for possible cuboids in the Pythagorean group condition cuboid solution type
For each edge N , the computer has to create the Pythagorean group P y(N ), then examine all possible pairs A i,j , and a i,j for the conditions listed above. This is a type O 2 search because all possible i, j pairs needs to be checked. Using modulo conditions upon the A i,j or a i,j pairs considerably shortens down the testing.
It has to be noted that once a cuboid is found, it is reduced to primitive terms, taking care to appropriately reduce the value inside the radical, if the cuboid is an edge or Euler(body) type. The computer discovers that 240 2 + 117 2 = 267 2 for a 2 and a 3 and we have the last condition satisfied, so we discover the Euler(body) cuboid 44, 117, 240, √ 73225.
Another example: Similarly, the computer exhaustively selects each edge N , finds its Pythagorean group P y(N ), examines the A i,j and a i,j pairs and collects each primitive cuboid which satisfies any 1 of the 8 conditions given in the search condition table 1 above. The use of parallel processors greatly speeds up this task.
The Integer Cuboid Table
The Integer Cuboid Table is a list of all primitive cuboids found by exhaustive computer search, using the Pythagorean group P y(N ) and the search condition table 1, for all integers N from 44 to 155,000,000,000. The actual table is found as the ancillary file accompanying this article.
The Integer Cuboid Table Format. The table is stored as tab-delimited ASCII characters, as shown below in Table 2 . The number inside a parenthesis pair denotes The following detail explains the layout of the Integer Cuboid Table. See Table 3 .
The first column is the index # for the table.
The second column 'ss' is the sorted side which has the key value by which the Integer Cuboid Table is sorted. Some sides are repeated, for cuboids which have the same smallest edge, the sorting was continued by a numerical sort upon the other edges of these sets of cuboids.
The third column labels the cuboid type. It uses: B for body or Euler cuboid, e for an edge cuboid with a complex length, E for a normal edge cuboid, and F for the face cuboid. The edge cuboid has a irrational length which is a complex number. These solutions were included into the cuboid table in order to preserve the Pythagorean generator relationships with other cuboids. The normal E edge cuboid has a real irrational edge.
The next 3 columns are the edge lengths for x, y, and z from eqs (1,2,3) . The last column is the length d of the body diagonal, eq (4).
Comments. The Integer Cuboid Table is believed complete for this range, and 154,571 cuboids were found: 56,402 were Euler(body) cuboids, 15,397 were edge cuboids with a complex number edge length, 29,962 were edge cuboids, and 52,860 were face cuboids. The approximate ratio of occurrence was 5797:4662:5433 for body:edge:face cuboids.
All discovered Euler (body) cuboids have an irrational body diagonal.
A perfect integer cuboid would have a rational body diagonal and three rational face diagonals. None was found in this search.
The Integer Cuboid Table was 
